39 40 Skeletal muscle myocytes have evolved into slow and fast-twitch types. These types are 41 functionally distinct as a result of differential gene and protein expression. However, an 42 understanding of the complexity of gene and protein variation between myofibers is unknown. 43
Introduction
these studies strongly suggests there are numerous expression differences between skeletal 84 muscle fiber types and a need for new approaches to capture this diversity. 85
The Kwon laboratory recently developed a large cell sorting method to isolate mature 86 cardiac myocytes (17) . We ascertained if this method could be used to isolate the even larger 87 skeletal muscle myocytes for scRNA-seq. Our goal was to combine this genetic data with single 88 cell spatial proteomic data from the Human Protein Atlas (HPA) and an established mass 89 spectrometry human skeletal muscle proteomic dataset for a unique proteogenomic 90 characterization of skeletal muscle expression mosaicism. 91
Results: 92
scRNA-seq and identification of fast/slow twitch fiber types 93
We performed single cell RNA-seq using the established mcSCRB-seq protocol (18, 19) . 94
We recovered data for 763 cells and sequenced to a median depth of 108,110 reads per cell. As 95 we were unsure of where the ideal skeletal myocytes might arise from our flow-sorting method, 96 they were taken from two different gates set on extinction (EXT) always "high" and time of 97 flight (TOF) being both high or low ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Additional cells were collected 98 from a pseudo-biopsy approach with fragmented skeletal myocytes (see methods). Preliminary 99 analyses, however, indicated a distinct cluster of cells with a high percentage of mitochondrial 100 reads or otherwise low abundance reads. Notably, almost all of our pseudo-biopsy myocyte 101 fragments and many TOF-low cells fell into this category. These quality control metrics likely 102 indicated poor quality or sheared cells with loss of RNA. Thus, we excluded these cells and 103 narrowed our analysis to the best 171 cells remaining with a median read count of 239,252 per 104 cell. 105
An average of 12,098 transcripts were identified in these cells and all had the expression 106 patterns of mature skeletal myocytes, highly expressing a myosin heavy chain isoform. Because 107 of the narrow focus of this work to delineate cell subtypes and expression variability of just 108 skeletal muscle myocytes, this isolation strategy linked to deep sequencing, proved to be 109 advantageous. 110
We performed PCA of the data, corrected the data for the top 20 PCAs and utilized the 111 top 3,000 variable genes (by +/-standard deviation) to cluster these cell types (Fig. 1a ). Three 112 Supplementary Figure 1 . Mouse skeletal muscle myocyte preparation. A) Flow cytometry showing three gated areas representing EXT-high/TOF-high, EXT-high/TOF-low and EXT-low populations of flexor digitorum brevis myocytes. B) Representative images of Gate 1 EXThigh/TOF-high. C) Representative images of Gate 2 EXT-high/TOF-low. D) Representative images of Gate 3 EXT-low. E) Representative image of pseudo-biopsy isolated myocyte fragments. Gates 1 and 2 were used for library preparation. White size bar is 400 µm. groups were observed in a UMAP dimensionality reduction plot. The first cluster, containing 69 113 cells (40% of all cells) had elevated expression of Myh1 and Myh8 clearly identifying this group 114 as containing fast 2X type cells and denoted as fast 2Xa (Fig. 1d ). A second cluster (N=53 cells) 115 had slightly more variable Myh1 and Myh8 differential expression, but by overall Myh gene 116 expression, Fig. 1g , also appeared to be a fast 2X cell type (denoted fast 2Xb). Of note, Myh4¸ a 117 Fig. 1 . a) UMAP graph of 171 skeletal muscle cells based on variable gene expression determined by scRNA-seq. b) UMAP graph based on mouse orthologous expression of HPASubC variable proteins. c) UMAP graph based on mouse orthologous expression of MS variable proteins d-f) Heat maps of major genes expression differences between the different fiber types based on the different datasets. g) Major myosin heavy chain distributions across the 171 cells as a percentage of each heavy chain. The colored areas are the assignments of each cell based on the scRNA-seq-based data h) Violin plots of 7 genes that varied between the two fast 2Xa groups in the HPASubC-based data set. i) Assignment of each skeletal myocyte to a fiber type across the three methods. Strong agreement existed for the slow/fast 2A cells by any method of analysis myosin heavy chain associated with fiber type 2B, was elevated in a single cell in this group 118 ( Fig. 1g) (3). 119 A third cluster (3) containing 49 cells (29% of the total) was defined by high expression 120
of Tnnt1 and Myh2. A deeper analysis of this group showed that 12 cells had high to modestly 121 elevated Myh7 expression (a slow-twitch marker), indicating this cluster was a combination of 122 slow-twitch cells and fast 2A fibers (Fig. 1g ). The flexor digitorum brevis is a fast twitch 123 muscle, thus the overall distribution of significantly more fast (159) to slow fibers (12) is 124 consistent with expected. 125
Interestingly, the expression patterns of the main fast/slow differentiating Myh genes was 126 not as dichotomous as noted in protein based fiber type data (5). Here there were many more 127 cells with intermediate levels and coexpression of Myh1 and Myh2 suggesting higher gene 128 plasticity and more cell hybrids ( Fig. 1g) (3). 129
HPA-based mosaic protein discovery 130
To complement variable gene expression data, we generated mosaic protein data by 131 performing an analysis of the IHC-based HPA dataset of skeletal muscle images using the 132 HPASubC suite of tools (20). The HPASubC tool, obtains a selected organs' images from the 133 Human Protein Atlas (HPA) and allows rapid and agnostic interrogation of images for staining 134 patterns of interest. This approach established a protein-based list of mosaically-expressed 135 proteins. Out of 50,351 images reviewed for 10,301 unique proteins, 2,164 proteins had possible 136 mosaic expression in skeletal muscle. Based on the aggregate image scores assigned to each 137 protein, they were subsetted into categories of "real" mosaicism (374 proteins), "likely" 138 mosaicism (1,231 proteins), and "unknown" probability of mosaicism (559 proteins) 139
(Supplementary Data 1, Supplementary Fig. 2 ). For analysis purposes, we focused on the 1,605 proteins that were in the "real" or "likely" categories to reduce the incidence of false positive 141
staining. 142
This method identified the well-known fiber type specific proteins such as MYH1, 143 MYH2, MY4, MHY6, MHY7, and MYH8 that were categorized as both "real" or "likely" based 144 on staining patterns (Supplementary Data 1). It also identified numerous uncharacterized or 145 poorly characterized proteins, such as the zinc finger proteins ZNF213, ZNF282, ZNF343, 146 ZNF350 and ZNF367 all of which had "real" patterns of mosaicism. A limitation of this spatial, 147 IHC-based approach is that each protein image is independent of other proteins. Thus, one 148 cannot identify co-expression patterns to assign proteins to certain fiber types. 149
We therefore investigated how these 1,605 proteins might inform on fiber type of 150 skeletal muscle cells by using this list to subset the orthologous mouse gene data from the 151 scRNA-seq experiment. Using just these orthologous mouse genes, we regenerated the UMAP 152 plot that identified four clusters ( Fig. 1b ). It essentially recapitulated the fast and slow fibers 153 types noted from the exclusive scRNA-seq data, despite being based on a different set of genes. 154 Supplementary Figure 2 . Scoring schema for HPASubC-based skeletal muscle mosaicism. A score of 1 indicated an "unknown" mosaicism based on subtle differences in stain intensity, or inconsistent patterns. A score of 2, "likely," was a clear distinction of staining by myofiber but the staining was not robust. A score of 3 "real" identified clear and robust staining differences by muscle cell. The score was primarily about the pattern and secondarily about the intensity of the staining difference.
Uniquely, it subsetted the fast 2Xa cluster into two groups, one denoted by high expression of 155
Myom2 and Gdf11 and the other denoted by high Ucp1 and Adamts4 (Fig. 1e) . A t-test of gene 156 expression comparing genes from just these two subsets of the fast 2Xa cluster identified 157 multiple genes variably expressed between them ( Fig. 1h ). Although the cell clustering was 158 generally similar between mouse scRNA-seq gene data and HPASubC data with regard to 159 slow/fast 2A vs fast 2X, it was unclear which method was more representative. Therefore, we 160 obtained a public MS dataset as a third method to classify slow and fast twitch fibers. 161
Fast/slow twitch variation by MS-based proteomics 162
The human skeletal muscle fiber MS data in Murgia et al. is based on 152 fibers from 163 eight donors (5). This dataset had 596 proteins with >2.3 fold variation between type 1 and type 164 2A fibers. We analyzed the full LFQ dataset of protein expression and constructed a UMAP plot 165 that showed four clusters ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). One cluster was composed primarily of slow 166 type 1 fibers and was adjacent to a second cluster with a small mixture of slow and other cell 167 types. Two other clusters were primarily a collection of fast 2X and fast 2A cell types. Similar to 168 the HPASubC approach above, we subsetted the orthologous mouse genes to these 596 proteins 169 to explore cell fiber type assignment. 170
As seen in the UMAP plot, five groups were identified ( Fig. 1c ). Similar to the other two 171 datasets (scRNA-seq and HPASubC), a slow/fast 2A fiber type was denoted by elevated 172 expression of several genes including Tnnt1 and Myl2 (Fig. 1f ). One fast 2X fiber group (2Xb) 173 was identified by high expression of Myh1 and Myh8. The second fast 2X fiber group was then 174 subdivided into three groups based on alternative elevated expression of genes that include 175
Gdf11 and Ucp1 (group 3), S100A8 (group 4) and Adamts4 and Mpz (group 5). Unlike the 176 protein expression level based UMAP, slow fibers and fast 2A fibers were not distinct. 177 ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). This difference may be a result of the higher percentage of slow fibers in 178 the MS dataset. 179
Cross comparisons of the three approaches yield similar cell types. 180
We identified the cluster assignment of each skeletal muscle cell based on the scRNA-181 seq, HPASubC, and MS approaches. We then plotted this information to demonstrate the extent 182 to which there was fluidity in assignment by fiber type (Fig. 1i ). All but one cell (48/49) 183 assigned to the slow/fast 2A cluster based on scRNA-seq data remained in that cluster using 184 other methods of clustering (HPASubC and MS). An additional 7-8 cells from the fast 2X groups 185 became assigned to the slow/fast 2A cluster using the other methods of cell assignment. Cells 186 moved interchangeably between the fast 2Xa and fast 2Xb clusters depending on the method used 187 to cluster. We used this information to try and understand what distinguished fast 2Xa and fast 188 2Xb clusters. 189
The 2Xa and fast 2Xb clusters differ by axonal genes. 190
To understand if the two fast 2X clusters represent unique cell types, cell states, or some 191 technical division, we performed a differential expression to determine what genes drove their 192 differences. Of 5,260 genes compared, 557 genes were differentially expressed (t. test; adj. p. 193 value <0.01). A Gene Ontology (GO) analysis on the 557 genes identified an enrichment of the 194 cellular component "neuronal synapse," suggesting variability at the NMJ. A further review of 195 the top significant genes showed that >20 genes appear to have neuronal origins (Cdh4, Cdkl5, 196 Cntn4, Dscam, Gabbr2, Kirrel3, Lingo2, Lrp1, L1cam, Nrcam, Ntn1, Ntrk3, Ptprt, Ptpro, Robo2, 197 Sdk1, Sema5a, Sema6d, Shank2, Sox5, Tnr, and Wwox) . Of these, NRTK3, LRP1, and ROBO2 198 were identified as mosaic in skeletal muscle cells by HPASubC. Additionally, in HPA images, 199 seven orthologous proteins of these "neuronal" genes showed moderate staining, but each of 200 these had a TPM <1 (from GTEx expression data). Only LRP1 was identified in the orthologous 201 MS-dataset. This variability made us wonder how frequently the same genes/proteins were noted 202 to be mosaic by each of the three methods. 203
There is limited overlap of shared expression information 204
We compared the 3,000 most variable genes, the 1,605 HPASubC proteins, and the 596 205 MS proteins for shared patterns of mosaicism (Fig. 2) . Only 23 genes/proteins were mosaic by 206 all three approaches using the Seurat analysis method ( Fig. 2a ). An additional 300 207 genes/proteins were shared across two methods, with the most overlap identified between the 208 two datasets with the most genes/proteins. Thus, we reasoned the abundance of genes/proteins 209 by method was a major driver of overlap leading us to focus on the 3,052 transcripts shared by all three approaches, regardless of their mosaic/variable status. This resulted in 157 211 genes/proteins shared across any two methods with the most overlap between the two protein 212 datasets (77 proteins) ( Fig. 2c ). 213
As so few genes were shared with the protein sets, we wondered if the computational 214 approaches of the Seurat method limited the discovery of the correct variable genes. Therefore, 215
we tried a second analysis approach, simpleSingleCell, to identify variable genes (21). By this 216 method, there was an increase (N=36) in overlap of genes/proteins being identified by all three 217
Fig. 2.
Venn diagrams comparing the three methods and two analysis types with the full datasets (top) and the limited datasets (below). a) A Seurat-based overlap including all mosaic genes/proteins. b) A simpleSingleCell-based overlap including all mosaic genes/proteins. c & d) Seurat and simpleSingleCell-based methods limited to the 3,051 genes/proteins shared across the three studies. methods and more genes/proteins being identified by two methods (414) (Fig. 2b) . Interestingly, 218 comparisons limited to the shared gene/protein list resulted in the highest overlap between the 219 MS-and gene-based datasets (Fig. 2d) . A third method of using differential expression on the 220 scRNA-seq data to compare the subset of 12 slow-twitch cells to all fast twitch (2X and 2A) or 221 just fast 2X cells gave equivalent data to the simpleSingleCell approach. 222
Shared, abundant transcripts by cell type 223
We then wondered about the extent to which highly abundant proteins/genes were driving 224 our ability to detect mosaic proteins/genes. By normalized read counts of the scRNA-seq data, 225
we determined the 50 most abundant transcripts by the average of each cell type in the three 226 clusters determined by Seurat ( Supplementary Data 2) . Not surprisingly, the overall most 227 abundant transcripts were Ttn, Acta1 and mt-Rnr2. Of the 23 mosaic genes/proteins found by all 228 three methods (using Seurat analysis), only Myh1 and Tnnt1 were on the list. Adding the mosaic 229 genes from the simpleSingleCell analysis, seven additional genes (Mylpf, Tnnt3, Tmp1, Tnni2, 230 Eno3, Atp2a1 and Pfkm) were noted. This overall indicates that most abundant genes (≥41/50) 231 are not consistently mosaic in skeletal myocytes. 232
Species dichotomy in protein expression patterns 233
The generally low amount of overlap across the methods was unexpected. We wondered 234 if this discrepancy particularly between the gene and protein data was the result of species 235 differences in twitch type expression. To address this, we investigated staining patterns for three 236 proteins. Two (DCAF11, ENO3) were selected as they had clear mosaic staining by human 237
HPASubC images and no gene variation by Seurat analysis of the scRNA-seq. PVALB was 238 selected for showing variation by the mouse scRNA-seq data, but no variation by HPASubC. 239 DCAF11 was robustly mosaic in human but non-mosaic in mouse. ENO3 was mosaic in 240 both and PVALB was weakly mosaic in human but robustly mosaic in the mouse tissue (Fig. 3) . 241
This data suggested that discrepancies may relate to differences in mosaic protein expression 242 between species (DCAF11) and possible technical causes (PVALB). Because ENO3 was mosaic 243 in the mouse skeletal muscle, but not mosaic by Seurat gene expression analysis, we explored if 244 a posttranscriptional form of regulation was occurring. 245 246 247
RNA-ISH indicates variable mosaicism 248
We performed RNA-ISH in both mouse and human skeletal muscles for Eno3, Srsf11 and 249
Cyb5r1. All of their protein products were mosaic by HPASubC and MS protein expression and 250 had high or reasonably abundant gene expression (6552.8, 19.3, 201 .5 pTPM respectively, 251 Follow up staining validated the DCAF11 and ENO3 staining while suggesting a subtle mosaicism of PVALB in humans. In mice, ENO3 and PVALB are clearly mosaic, while DCAF11 is not. b) RNA-ISH demonstrates co-expression of CYB5R1 and ENO3 in a mosaic pattern. c) Only Eno3 was observed (in a mosaic pattern) in mouse muscle by RNA-ISH. HPA). None of these genes were variably mosaic in the mouse gene data. We found mosaic co-252 expression of all three genes in human skeletal muscle (Fig. 3) . Whereas ENO3 and CYB5R1 253 RNA was diffusely present across human skeletal myocytes, SRSF11 was localized to sub-cell 254 membrane areas. In mouse muscle, Eno3 was variably expressed, but neither Cyb5r1 or Srsf11 255 were identified, although their levels of expression (~1,000x lower than Eno3 in mouse) may be 256 too low to be seen by this method. 257
Many highly-supported variably expressed proteins were not previously identified 258
Thirty-six gene/proteins were variably expressed based on the simpleSingleCell, 259
HPASubC and MS based analyses (Fig. 2d , Table 1 ). Of these, based on an extensive literature 260 search, nine functionally diverse proteins are uniquely reported here as mosaic. Of the full 36, 261 22 were present in fast twitch myocytes and 14 in slow twitch myocytes based on the MS data. 262
In addition to these 36, another 414 genes/proteins were identified by two complementary 263 methods (Fig. 2) . This includes well-known type specific proteins TNNC1 and TNNI1 (present 264 in the HPASubC and simpleSingleCell datasets, but not variably expressed in the MS dataset). 265
Finally, another 4,217 genes/proteins were variably expressed by one method. Of this 266 group, 1,211 were detected by HPASubC and 270 of these proteins were scored as "real" with 267 clear patterns of mosaicism ( Supplementary Fig. 4 
269

Discussion
We describe the first proteogenomic analysis of skeletal muscle single fiber types using 271 combined scRNA-seq, spatial proteomics, and MS proteomics. Because delineations of skeletal 272 muscle fiber types are known and this project was exclusive to this one cell type, our study is a 273 useful model system to evaluate combining and synthesizing gene and protein data into a 274 coherent description of a cell. Also, by utilizing a deep sequencing approach and fewer cells, we 275
were not limited to just classifying a cell, but rather had sufficient data to delve into full gene 276 expression. Our data identifies common themes across the methods, but also significant 277 differences and complexities in gene/protein assignments. 278 Regardless of the method and genes/proteins used to cluster, we found general agreement 279 on the major types of skeletal muscle myocytes. We identified a small group of slow twitch cells 280 Supplementary Figure 4 . Nine representative images of 270 proteins scored as real mosaicism using HPASubC, but not identified by other methods. All images from HPA. that clustered with fast 2A cells. These groups were consistently clustered away from two 281 clusters of fast 2X cells. The differences between these two fast 2X groups, described herein as 282 2Xa and 2Xb, are open to interpretation. The simplest explanation is that some axonal material 283 remained variably adherent to skeletal muscle cells through the NMJ, and these 20+ genes 284 resulted in the separation observed by UMAP (Fig. 1a) . This would imply a technical cause of 285 the two fast 2X cell subtypes as a result of myocyte isolation. Adherent cell fragments are likely 286 to be a global issue for some cell type isolation, although it would not impact nuclear scRNA-seq 287 studies. A more interesting explanation is variable neuronal transfer of mRNAs across the NMJ 288 into the skeletal muscles via extracellular vesicles (22, 23) . This would imply a real state-289 difference in these cells, notable only by the deep sequencing strategy employed. Regardless, of 290 which is accurate, this division is unlikely to indicate true separate fast 2X subtypes. In fact, the 291 cross-referenced proteomic data was useful in demonstrating the arbitrary nature of this 292 delineation (Fig. 1i) . 293
The extent of overlap of mosaic genes/proteins across the methods was surprisingly low. 294
Only 36 genes/proteins were cross-validated across all three approaches using the 295 simpleSingleCell method (Table 1) . This list included well-known, fiber-type specific proteins 296 such as MYH1 and MYH6 and newly described mosaic proteins like DNAJC3 and GLOD4. The 297 lack of agreement across methods has made it difficult to confidently state how many 298 proteins/genes are variable by twitch pattern and further demonstrates the challenge of relying on 299 a single method. If a gene or protein is mosaic by two methods, this number climbs to 450. If all 300 mosaic genes and proteins are included, this increased to >4,500 genes/proteins. Over 1,600 301 proteins appear to be mosaic by the HPASubC method alone (Supplementary Data 1 and 302 Supplementary Fig. 4) . 303
The reason for the variability in mosaic genes/proteins is certainly multifactorial. One 304 potential major difference is the comparison across two separate species (mouse and human). As 305 we noted with the DCAF11 IHC, this protein was mosaic in human muscle but did not appear to 306 be mosaic in mouse. Secondly, some genes have markedly variable expression levels between 307 the two species. While CYB5R1 and SRSF11 are robustly expressed in human muscle at 201.5 308 and 19.3 pTPM (in HPA), they were only 17.7 and 1.9 FPKM in our mouse scRNA-seq. It is 309 also possible that post-transcriptional regulation leads to more extreme expression variation in 310 proteins than genes. As described above, extreme expression dichotomy in Myh genes was less 311 than in similar MYH protein data ( Fig. 1d ) (5). 312
Our study represents the first use of LP-FACS to isolate single myofibers for scRNA-seq. 313
As skeletal myocytes are often long, stretching across the length of a muscle, isolation 314 techniques (particularly from human samples) may rely on the use of biopsies or otherwise 315 fragmented myocytes. To test the effect of myocyte fragmentation on scRNA-seq data quality, 316
we used a liberal gating strategy of our dissociated myocytes (including both EXT-high/TOF-317 low and EXT-high/TOF-high populations) as well as directly sequencing fragmented myocytes 318 generated through a pseudo-biopsy approach. Disappointingly, we found that a large portion of 319 our sequenced myocytes were of poor quality, including those from our pseudo-biopsy approach. 320 By contrast, the highest quality data likely came from fully intact myocytes, in particular the 321 EXT-high/TOF-high population. Because this population is almost completely enriched for 322 intact myocytes, we believe that future experiments using LP-FACS to isolate skeletal myocytes 323 should focus solely on the EXT-high/TOF-high population. We are confident that this will allow 324 for a much higher percentage of good quality scRNA-seq libraries, akin to what we have 325 observed previously with LP-FACS isolation of cardiac myocytes (17). These results also mean 326 that more work must be done to identify better isolation methods for human skeletal muscle. 327 Current methods of human skeletal muscle biopsying from the quadriceps only obtains muscle 328 fragments and thus more creative methods to obtain full length fibers or non-damaged fibers 329 must be considered. 330
Technical factors also impact our ability to detect mosaicism on all platforms. Discovery 331 mass spectrometry is challenged to identify low abundance proteins. Having low input from 332 single fibers was further limiting and reduced the ability to computationally distinguish 333 expression differences in low abundance proteins. Most fibers had between 500-700 proteins 334
identified. As we have stated repeatedly, IHC in the HPA is subject to false positive staining 335 from shared epitopes (20, (24) (25) (26) . It also incurs false negative staining for failed antibodies or 336 antibodies with staining parameters designed for other tissues. Further, some genes/proteins 337 observed in the other datasets were missing from the HPA data. The gene data was also limited 338 in the number of total cells analyzed (171) and the rarity of slow twitch cells from this muscle. 339
Cross-cell contamination, may have also stunted the differences between cell types (27) . 340
In conclusion, we have created the first proteogenomic analysis of gene/protein 341 mosaicism in skeletal muscle. We replicated the known fiber types of slow, fast 2A, and fast 2X, 342 as well as greatly expanded our understanding of genes and with variable expression across these 343 cell types. 344
Methods 345
Isolation and Sequencing of Adult Skeletal Myocytes 346 347
Experiments were performed using C57BL/6J mice greater than 3 months of age. To isolate 348 skeletal myocytes, we performed collagenase-based digestion of the flexor digitorum brevis (FDB), a short muscle of the hind feet, as per previously established protocols (28). We tested 350 two separate approaches to isolating myocytes. In the first approach, we dissected the FDB from 351 tendon to tendon prior to digestion, enabling isolation of fully intact myocytes. In the second 352 approach, we cut small portions of the FDB muscle using scissors. We reasoned that the latter 353 approach would broadly mimic skeletal muscle biopsy as might be done, for example, from a 354 human patient sample. The FDB was transferred to a dish containing DMEM with 1% 355 penicillin/streptomycin, 1% fetal bovine serum, and 2mg/mL Collagenase Type II 356 (Worthington). Muscle was digested for 1.5 hours in a 37C cell incubator with 5% CO2. 357 Subsequently, the muscle was transferred to a dish containing media without collagenase, and 358 gently triturated to release single myocytes. Large undigested chunks and tendons were removed 359 with tweezers prior to single cell isolation. 360
We subsequently isolated single myocytes through large particle fluorescent-activated cell 361 sorting (LP-FACS), using a flow channel size of 500 µm. The COPAS SELECT Flow Pilot 362 Platform (Union Biometrica) was employed. Using time-of-flight (TOF, measuring axial length) 363 and optical extinction (EXT, measuring optical density) parameters, we found that skeletal 364 myocytes separated into three populations -an EXT-low population, EXT-high/TOF-low 365 population, and EXT-high/TOF-high population ( Supplementary Fig. 1A) . The EXT-high/TOF-366 high population was comprised almost entirely of intact myofibers with lengths > 400 µm, 367 suggesting successful sorting of large myocytes ( Supplementary Fig. 1B) . Interestingly, the 368 EXT-high/TOF-low population was composed of what appeared to be rod-shaped fragments that 369 maintained sarcomeric proteins, albeit disrupted ( Supplementary Fig. 1C ). The EXT-low 370 population was comprised mostly of debris and dead cells, as previously observed with cardiac 371 myocytes ( Supplementary Fig. 1D ). The EXT-high/TOF-low population qualitatively resembled 372 our pseudo-biopsy isolated myocyte fragments ( Supplementary Fig. 1E ), which also shared 373 similar TOF and EXT parameters (not shown). To our knowledge, this is the first FACS-based 374 single cell RNA-seq study of skeletal myocytes; thus, we adopted a broad gating strategy for 375 isolation of single cells. We sorted 700 EXT-high myocytes (comprised of both TOF-high and 376
TOF-low populations) as well as 100 myocyte fragments isolated through the pseudo-biopsy 377 method. 378
These sorted cells were placed individually into 96-well plates. Capture plate wells contained 5 379 µl of capture solution (1:500 Phusion High-Fidelity Reaction Buffer, New England Biolabs; 380 1:250 RnaseOUT Ribonuclease Inhibitor, Invitrogen). Single cell libraries were then prepared 381 using the previously described mcSCRB-seq protocol (18, 19) . Briefly, cells were subjected to 382 proteinase K treatment followed by RNA desiccation to reduce the reaction volume. RNA was 383 subsequently reverse transcribed using a custom template-switching primer as well as a barcoded 384 adapter primer. The customized mcSCRB-seq barcode primers contain a unique 6 base pair cell-385 specific barcode as well as a 10 base pair unique molecular identifier (UMI). Transcribed 386 products were pooled and concentrated, with unincorporated barcode primers subsequently 387 digested using Exonuclease I treatment. cDNA was PCR-amplified using Terra PCR Direct 388 Polymerase (Takara Bio). Final libraries were prepared using 1ng of cDNA per library with the 389 Nextera XT kit (Illumina) using a custom P5 primer as previously described. 390 391 scRNA-seq sequencing and analysis 392
Pooled libraries were sequenced on two high-output lanes of the Illumina NextSeq500 with a 16 393 base pair barcode read, 8 base pair i7 index read, and a 66 base pair cDNA read design. To 394 analyze sequencing data, reads were mapped and counted using zUMIs 2.2.3 with default 395 settings and barcodes provided as a list (29). zUMIs utilizes STAR (2.5.4b) (30) to map reads to 396 an input reference genome and featureCounts through Rsubread (1.28.1) to tabulate counts and 397 UMI tables (30, 31) . Reads were mapped to the mm10 version of the mouse genome. We used 398
GRCm38 from Ensembl concatenated with ERCC spike-in references for the reference genome 399 and gene annotations. Dimensionality reduction and cluster analysis were performed with Seurat 400 (2.3.4) (32). 401
Seurat and simpleSingleCell 402
Analysis was performed using the Seurat R toolkit V3.1.1 for this dataset (32). Initial filtering 403 removed lower quality cells (read count <5000 RNAs detected or >20% mitochondrial genes) 404 before sctransform normalization (33). A standard Seurat workflow was initially used for data 405 analysis. This workflow identifies a subset of genes with high cell-to-cell variation within the 406 scRNA-seq data. This subset is subsequently used as input to principal component analysis as 407 well as downstream nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods such as Uniform Manifold 408
Approximation and Projection (UMAP). Additionally, Seurat also allows for use of custom gene 409 lists as input to downstream analysis. This allowed us to use two custom gene lists, specifically 410 those derived from orthologous genes to mosaic proteins in the visual (HPASubC) dataset (20) or 411 the differentially expressed proteins in the MS proteomic dataset (5). Thus each of our three gene 412 lists, one produced by Seurat's workflow, another visual proteomic-based gene list, and a final 413 mass spectrometry-based gene list defining known muscle cell types, were used one at a time to 414 subset our initial data set and generate principal components for downstream analysis. 415
After determining clustering via these three approaches, UMAPs were generated alongside with 416 heat maps representing the top genes in clusters as determined by each gene set used for PCA. 417
Overlapping genes between the HPAsubC data, MS data, and significant genes determined by
